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Friday, August 19, 2016 
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting 
Meeting began – 10:02 am AZ/Pacific 
 
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Celia Cuomo (NY Phenology Project), Esperanza Stancioff (Signs of the 
Seasons SEasons 
Seasons, ME), Jody Einerson (Oregon Season Tracker), Jean Linsner (Chicago 606 Project), Rebecca Montgomery (MN 
Phenology Network) 
 
Celebrate an achievement! 

- (LA) Tucson Phenology Trail hired an intern for the academic year and the Gulf Coast Pheno Trail hired a SCA 
Intern to get them going! 

- Celia – NYPP - Completed 30 plant ID profiles to share! Good feedback from volunteers who have used them – 
very helpful. Made a few pollinator ID guides as well. Mohonk Preserve opened a second phenology monitoring 
location. ESP – has photos for all the species that they are monitoring with licensing. Could share the photos if 
needed.  

- Esperanza – NE phenology regional network meeting that is getting put together, presenters, agenda, etc. Will be 
Nov. 17 and 18th at Appalachian Mt. club facility in the white mountains. Presentations and dinner. 3 years in the 
works! Signs of the Seasons was highlighted on the NOAA Cit Sci facebook and blog post on their website. Loon 
project partnership with ME Audubon, trainings for looking at chick phenophases, to study why the population has 
decreased. LA asked Esperanza to send her the link to the blog and she would share on our facebook page, etc.  

- Jody Einerson (Oregon Season Trackers) We had a couple spring mini-training for Oregon Season Tracker that 
concentrated on precipitation monitoring. We are working on incorporating the NN online training into our 
workshops as homework to shorten the overall classroom time. We are looking to find funding to keep growing. 

- Jean Linsner (Chicago 606 Project) – Trust for public land, elevated train line converted to park and trail system 
(2.7 miles) in the city. Artist designed, difference in bloom time along the lake. Worked with Mark Schwartz, 
thought that would be able to see the spread, but they are in the first growing season. Launching cit sci on the 
service berry trees, geo-located. Working with youth this fall to tag the trees so it can be ready to monitor.  

- Rebecca Montgomery – (Minnesota Phenology Project) – Partnered with art colleague – Backyard phenology 
project – debuted at art festival, all about monitoring phenology in NN, how to get involved. Also have a camper 
“Climate Chaser” that is being used as a mobile recording studio, collecting people’s stories that of changes they 
have seen in the natural world over their life time. Wil use grad student to analyze, and compare to data. Did 45 
interviews already. Do monthly events over the next year, some involving NN workshops, some open ended. 
Artist will use all materials to create a multimedia piece for online art festival. Reaches another audience, people 
interested in telling stories. Connect to people with a wide variety of interested – data folks and non-data folks. 

 
Discussion Topics: Intro to Journaling test, LPL certification course, Partner dashboard  

- Request to test my Intro to Journaling activity in an upcoming workshop 
o Esperanza – wording could be confusing the participants. Include links to resources for teachers etc. Has 

some suggestions for rewording – also should consider making this accessible digitally for students who 
use iPads, etc, in the field. Only doing one training at organic farming location, but doing one for Bates 
college, one of the classes is science education. 

o Celia – having resources listed would be helpful, found that they overestimated ability of adult volunteers. 
Would be good to have had this, could do a pre- and post-test with groups  

o LA will send the google doc for this, could consider putting on google form 
- Overview of our Local Phenology Leader Certification Program we are piloting this fall 

o Appropriate for new leaders who are considering establishing a monitoring site and engaging groups of 
volunteers or students 

o Covers basics of program planning, volunteer engagement, and data collection using NN for new leaders. 
o Since there is not one way to set up a monitoring program, we are sharing the info on how to get started 

since people often feel overwhelmed unless they can talk to one of us or take one of our workshops and 
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begin to feel comfortable. This should hopefully fill that gap since we can’t be everywhere!  
o LA asked Esperanza and Jody to think about some things that they might want to see covered in 

something like this for their leaders – since they are not establishing a phenology walk/trail, but just 
raining volunteers. LA was thinking about it through that lens, and thinks that the content in the course will 
be broad enough that it is not specifically tied to the trail development guide, rather more about 
engagement.    

o LA and Erin are compiling a list of “honorary certification” options for folks like you all on this call. We will 
be finalizing those details in the next two weeks and will share them with the list in case you are 
interested! 

o The point of this is to work toward QA/QC of our data. Leaders will be flagged in the database as 
someone who has taken a training and uses our protocols accurately 

o We are going to scope, at the end of 2017, what an individual volunteer certificate might look like and will 
look to folks in this group for feedback on that as well.  

- Final peek at our Partner statistics dashboard before we advertise it more broadly. Let us know if you have any 
feedback on any of it!  

o One thing we discussed was regarding the availability of the information – Esperanza and Jody were 
concerned that the names of people’s sites would be publicly viewable. LA said she would look into it, but 
the data that is being displayed is what is already publically accessible by anyone who downloads our 
data – since it is publically available already. We noted that we might need to double check with 
volunteers who have labeled their sites using their names, etc, to let them know that they might want to 
change that b/c it is available online.  

o Esperanza has a few questions about data discrepancies that we will connect about offline.  
o If anyone else sees discrepancies, let me know 
o We had planning to have this linked to our main site sometime in September, available for the LPL Cert 

Course participants to explore, so definitely up by the end of September. Right now anyone with the link 
can view.  

 
Thanks everyone! Talk to you next month! 
 
Meeting Adjourned –  11:02 am AZ/Pacific. 


